
Combating Plastic Waste and Saving Money:
Bagito's innovative kitchen and home reusable
zip bags and can liners

Bagito's plastic eliminating reusable Zip-em storage

bags and multi-use Can Liners.

Bagito introduces innovative reusable zip

bags & can liners, combating plastic

waste & saving money. Kickstart your

sustainability journey now.

SANTA CRUZ, CA, USA, May 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Plastics are

everywhere these days, including in the

human body. Most of these plastic

particles come from single-use

packaging and products and science is

showing the devastating effects on

marine life, plant and animal habitats

and lifecycles and most concerning,

human health. As plastic waste continues to accumulate at alarming rates, it will be up to us as

individuals and businesses alike to take action to combat this crisis.

Enter Bagito, a leading advocate for sustainability and a pioneer in convenient reusable

solutions. With the introduction of their innovative reusable zip-em bags and reusable trash bag

can liners, Bagito is spearheading the fight against plastic waste while offering practical benefits

for consumers and businesses.

Bagito's design ethos centers on "easy to reuse," ensuring their multi-use products replicate the

functionality of single-use items. These products boast features such as easy-to-wash forms, lay-

flat and folding modes for convenient storage, and durable double-welded seams. Crafted from

eco-conscious PEVA material, Bagito's Zip-em Reusable Kitchen Storage Bags feature a unique

wide bottom and side gusset for increased capacity and easy access. Their Reusable Can Liners,

also made from 100% PEVA, are designed for repeated use and can be easily rinsed clean. These

earth-friendly bags are built to last, with a lifespan of over 500 uses, significantly reducing single-

use plastic waste. By opting for Bagito's reusable solutions, individuals and businesses can

decrease their plastic footprint by over 90% compared to disposable products.

In addition to their environmental benefits, Bagito's reusable zip-em bags and can liners offer a

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://bagito.co
https://bagito.co/collections/all/products/reusable-zip-em-storage-bag-single
https://bagito.co/collections/all/products/reusable-can-liners


cost-effective solution for consumers and businesses. By investing in reusable products that last,

users can save money in the long run by reducing the need for frequent purchases of disposable

plastic storage bags and trash bags.

"We are committed to providing practical and convenient solutions that empower individuals

and businesses to make sustainable choices," says Mitch Barlas, President and Founder at

Bagito. "With our reusable zip-em bags and can liners, we aim to not only combat plastic waste

but also help our customers save money while protecting the environment."

This Spring,  join Bagito in the fight against plastic waste by choosing reusable solutions that

make a positive impact. Together, we can create a cleaner, greener future for generations to

come.
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